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I. Introduction
Th is statement was written in the early Meiji period by 

Muragaki Norimasa, a member of the fi rst Japanese 

embassy to the United States, and it reveals much about 

the Meiji view of Japan and the discomfort Japanese had 

at the time with sharing their world with Westerners 

and other non-Japanese. Th is discomfort still lingers 

in most areas of contemporary Japanese society when 

one surveys the mass media portrayals of foreigners, 

recalcitrant immigration policies vis-a-vis foreigners, 

and within the context of this magazine, the world of 

martial arts. 

Not withstanding this continued discomfort, according 

to Tanaka Mamoru Sensei of the International Budo 

University, budo continues to grow in popularity outside 

Japan with the total number of budo practitioners 

estimated at 5,000,0001. This number includes 

1,000,000 judo practitioners, 3,000,000 karateka and 

the remaining 1,000,000 practising other budo such 

as kendo, iaido etc. In fact the total number of budo 

practitioners abroad parallels the number of total 

practitioners in Japan. 

As in previous years, in March 2007, the Ministry of 

Education, Culture, Sport, Science and Technology 

(MEXT), in conjunction with Nippon Budokan 

Foundation and the Japanese Budo Association held the 

19th International Seminar for Budo Culture (commonly 

referred to as the “Budo Seminar”) at the International 

Budo University located on the north eastern shore of 

Chiba Prefecture. Participants were able to experience 

up to three modern budo (from aikido, karate, kendo, 

kyudo, judo, jukendo, naginata, shorenji kempo and 

sumo). Moreover, budo enthusiasts also experienced a 

classical budo (Negishi-ryū, a classical martial art that 

specialized in shuriken (throwing objects), trained in 

their own main style, and attended lectures on budo 

culture, history, philosophy, and shared their thoughts 

on the “Future of Budo” in both an open forum and 

short essay.

In an era in which less and less Japanese are practising 

budo, the “Future of Budo” is an extremely pertinent 
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question for budo practitioners ( Japanese and 

non-Japanese alike). So much so that the member 

organizations of the Japanese Budo Association came 

together in April 1987 to put forth the “Budo Charter”, 

which highlights that the very essence of budo is 

under threat as, “a trend towards infatuation just with 

technical ability compounded by an excessive concern 

with winning.”2 

Above and beyond this negative trend identifi ed by the 

Japanese Budo Association, the attendees of the 2007 

seminar also identifi ed numerous other important 

questions concerning the “Future of Budo” including; 

What does the Japan Association for the Promotion of 

Budo mean when it speaks of the internationalization 

of budo culture and the future of budo? Is the 

internationalization of budo coeval with the promotion 

of budo abroad as a representative of Japanese culture? 

Do they mean spreading budo culture to countries in 

terms of popularity? Does the dissemination of budo 

culture to countries around the world include budo 

becoming indigenized, with budo being taught by locals 

who are budo authorities in their respective categories 

but also in Japan? When does budo cease being the 

cultural property of the nation of Japan and become 

the cultural property of the practitioner?  

Refl ecting on these questions and prompted by my 

nearly decade long experience with budo in Japan, 

my attendance at three International Budo Culture 

Seminars, in addition to my own doctoral dissertation 

that delves into the meaning of internationalization 

within Japan in contemporary society, I then wondered 

to myself who owns the rights to teach and represent 

Japanese budo, whether it be kendo, iaido, aikido, judo 

or any other the other martial arts that fall under the 

rubric of budo, and how will this impact the “Future 

of Budo?”

From this perspective this short essay aims to consider 

the internationalization of budo culture and the 

implications of the above “discomfort” by posing serious 

questions that the leaders of the budo world must ask 

themselves if budo is destined to become successfully 

internationalized. Th e discussion will take place in 

three sections. Th e fi rst will introduce the non-Japanese 

pioneers of budo. Th e purpose of this investigation is 

twofold; fi rst, to provide real examples of those budo 

practitioners that have been instrumental in opening 

the doors of the Japanese budo world to the later 

generations of international budo practitioners. Second 

and signifi cantly, this section illustrates that budo is 

no longer the strict purvey of Japanese nationals. Th e 

second section then discusses the present day situation 

of budo in Japan with the intention of emphasizing 

that internationalization of budo is currently hampered 

by the fact that accomplished budo practitioners from 

around the world are still not recognized by their 

peers in Japan. Th e third discusses the future of budo, 

providing suggestions as to how to secure a bright and 

vibrant future for budo within Japan and abroad. 

II. Early Budo Pioneers from around the World 
Since the end of WWII, the ranks of budo practitioners 

from other countries have grown unabated. Impressively, 

some individuals like the late Donn Draeger have 

attained the highest ranks available in classical styles 

such as Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū3, while others 

such as Gordon Warner4, Don Trent5 (kendo Kyōshi 

7-dan, iaido Renshi 7-dan) and Aikikai’s Christian 

Tissier6 have performed similar admirable feats in the 

modern budo, opening the doors for younger budo 

practitioners from around the world to practice and 

enjoy budo. Without their pioneering efforts, one 

wonders if the world of Japanese budo would be as open 

to practitioners from around the world as it is today.

Th ese individuals forged the road for the second and 

third generation of non-Japanese budo practitioners by 

not only becoming accomplished budo practitioners 

overcoming adversity, but also acting as windows into 

Japan and the budo world. Some acted as translators and 

interpreters, served as the Japanese contact, introduced 

interested individuals to teachers, provided equipment 

and in many cases acted as surrogate teacher for students 

of budo. In the author’s case, the aforementioned 

Trent Sensei was gracious enough to introduce him to 

a kendo dōjō, teach kendo basics, provide equipment 

and crucially, acted as an interpreter for both kendo 

and iaido when the author’s language skills were still 

rudimentary. His stories, teaching and valuable time 

complemented and accelerated the budo learning 

process while also exposing the author to all levels 

of budo through competitions, gruelling afternoon 

practices and the odd night in a Japanese pub.  

Entering the autumn of life, Trent Sensei along with 

his equally accomplished wife continues to support 

enthusiastic budo practitioners from around the world, 

facilitating their exposure to budo both in terms of 

quality and importantly, authentic main line budo 

(kendo and iaido).  

Th e shugyō (austere training) of the early foreigner budo 

pioneers including Gordon Warner’s infamous early 

Shōwa period zenkoku musha-shugyō (country-wide 

practice or austere training), and Aikikai’s Christian 

Tissier amongst others, who endured an environment 

much less inviting than international budo practitioners 
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face today. What is astonishing about these individuals 

is that they somehow managed to persevere through 

bullying tactics, cultural diff erences, discrimination 

and perception that fall under the umbrella of the 

Nihonjinron (Th eory of Japanese) that assumes that only 

Japanese can embody Japanese arts and philosophies 

because of their unique cultural climate.

At the time, these obstacles were merely part of their 

paying their dues. However, upon refl ection; these 

challenges were the anti-thesis of the essence of budo, 

creating unpalatable, competitive behaviour instead of 

behaviour that included cooperating with each other 

to improve technically and attain the ideals of budo. 

In essence, exactly the kind of budo practitioner the 

Japanese Budo Association is against cultivating. 

Importantly, these experienced budo practitioners’ 

link prewar budo and post-war budo, conveying to the 

newest generations of budo practitioners the enormous 

changes that have occurred vis-a-vis the practice of 

budo.  Again, looking back at fi rst hand encounters 

with Trent Sensei, the author was fortunate to hear a 

plethora of fascinating, fi rst hand stories from Trent 

Sensei concerning degeiko (the visiting of diff erent dōjō 

to practice), the amazing life story of Nakakura Kiyoshi 

Sensei (kendo Hanshi 9-dan, iaido Hanshi 9-dan) who 

mentored Trent Sensei in the ways of kendo and Japan, 

and true and tested ways to not fi t “kendo into your 

life”, but “life into your kendo.” 

Challenges aside, these budo pioneers opened the doors 

for their juniors by demonstrating that non-Japanese 

are not only interested in budo, but also capable of 

persevering through intensive training to become skilled 

and accomplished budo practitioners. 

II. Budo Today
Not withstanding the achievement of these budo leaders 

from around the world, there is still a deep and wide 

gap preventing these accomplished and experienced 

budo practitioners from becoming representatives of 

budo in Japan. Th is reality is vividly illustrated when we 

examine the representatives of budo at the International 

Budo Seminar, lecturers on budo history, culture and 

philosophy. Similarly, when one attends kendo or iaido 

training seminars, one often sees more accomplished 

budo practitioners from around the world being taught 

by less accomplished colleagues from Japan. In the 

aforementioned cases, these bilingual, bi-cultural and 

thoroughly accomplished budo enthusiasts are allocated 

to the role of interpreter and translator. 

Can non-Japanese be accepted as authoritative fi gures of 

budo culture or does nationality continue to be a hurdle? 

If so, what are the implications for the internationalization 

of budo when non-Japanese are never really recognized 

as authoritative representatives (academically or in terms 

of a fully fl edged practitioner)?

Th is dilemma has been recognized by certain elements 

of the Japanese governmental bureaucracy. Namely, in 

March 2003, the Agency of Cultural Aff airs published 

a report entitled “About the Future Promotion of 

International Cultural Exchange” in which it explicitly 

stated that Japanese can no longer consider themselves 

the sole representatives of Japanese culture.7 This 

enlightened vision of purveyors of Japanese culture 

includes properly trained individuals from around the 

world becoming representatives of Japanese culture 

and traditions not only in the capacity of a local 

representative when no Japanese national is available, 

rather as an authoritative fi gure that is charged with the 

responsibility of teaching Japanese culture. 

MEXT has similarly, although half-heartedly sponsored 

the annual Budo Seminar for international budo 

practitioners with the purpose of cultivating not only 

accomplished budo practitioners, but those with a broad 

set of budo experience in addition to being educated in 

the history, philosophy and tradition of the development 

of budo. With 19 successful seminars being held and 

attendees returning year after year for additional 

instruction, it has achieved some success in realizing 

this goal. In fact, some participants have become not 

only accomplished high ranking budo practitioners 

but also achieved success and recognition in the world 

of the Tea Ceremony and in academia with a doctoral 

dissertation on “bushidō” and several publications both 

in Japanese and English on various budo. 

Despite the numerous accomplished budo practitioners 

from around the world, it is interesting to note that they 

are still not acknowledged for their accomplishments 

and expertise in becoming representatives of various 

budo at events like the Budo Seminar or at training 

seminars for budo practitioners at large in Japan. 

When we begin to ask questions about the future of budo 

in Japan and abroad we need to begin to ask ourselves 

what does the internationalization of budo mean? Does 

internationalization of budo imply that non-Japanese 

will always be subordinate to Japanese? Will centres 

of budo outside Japan grown in importance, perhaps 

surpassing that of Japan? Can budo become truly 

internationalized when a hierarchy of budo practitioners 

exists, namely, based on nationality rather than skill, 

quantifi able knowledge and experience? 
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III. Th e Future of Budo
Th e internationalization of budo has gone through at 

least two stages since the close of the Pacifi c War. Th e 

fi rst included the prodigious eff orts by budo practitioners 

from around the world to become accomplished 

trainees of budo. Th e second stage, at least from the 

perspective of the author, is characterized by today’s 

present stagnant situation; with accomplished and 

experienced budo practitioners from around the world 

reaching high levels of technical and philosophical 

profi ciency, paralleling their Japanese colleagues on 

all levels, save for perhaps Tokyo University level 

mastery of the Japanese language. Th is second stage 

is also marked by the continued reticence to endow 

international budo practitioners with the same authority 

and respect as their Japanese colleagues hampering 

budo’s internationalization. 

In the world of academia, authority is derived on a set 

of nearly global standards, the possession of a Ph.D.; 

Numerous peer reviewed publications in an individual’s 

field of specialization and of course one’s level of 

academic activity which could include teaching and 

presenting at international conferences. Nationality, 

ethnic background, religious affi  liation or otherwise 

plays little role in achieve success and being able to 

represent your fi eld of study. For example, many of 

Japan’s so-called fi rst tier universities such as Tokyo 

University, Kyoto University, Waseda University and 

Keio University employ scholars from around the 

world. In the capacity of professors, they teach students 

about a host of themes ranging from political science to 

gender studies, the history of budo to the Meiji period 

economic reform. 

In the world of sport, in particular baseball is illustrative 

of the acknowledgement of ability and knowledge 

instead of nationality in terms of becoming a world 

renowned representative. Suzuki Ichirō,  Nomo 

Hideo and Matsui Hideki have all become not only 

accomplished baseball players in the Major Leagues 

but also representative fi gures, who of course represent 

Japan but more importantly baseball at home and 

abroad. 

Th e author wonders openly if the world of Japanese 

budo can learn from the example of the worlds of 

academia and sport, acknowledging technical expertise, 

experience and ability rather than nationality as requisites 

for authority and the positive impacts that recognition 

would have on the “Future of Budo”. Academia in Japan 

has gained greatly from the infusion of fresh and novel 

perspectives on things “Japanese”. Similarly, baseball 

has secured is future with the promotion of the sport 

around the world but also recognizing players for their 

excellence rather than nationality as illustrated by its 

worldwide popularity and “star players” from countries 

around the world. 

The member organizations of the Japanese Budo 

Association have attempted to broach this problem 

through the promulgating the Budo Charter.8 Th e 

problem with this charter is that it does not entirely 

address the fundamental obstacles hampering the 

internationalization of budo presented so far. 

Returning to the questions posed at the beginning of this 

essay, the author believes that the “Internationalization 

of Budo” and the “Future of Budo” are unquestionably 

linked. For budo to have a future here in Japan and 

abroad the current leadership needs to (1) clearly identify 

the relevance of contemporary budo both domestically 
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and internationally; (2) separate budo as a Japanese way 

and emphasize that the principles espoused by budo are 

universally important and applicable to daily life in all 

countries and cultures; (3) expand the current leadership 

to include representatives from around the world; (4) 

expand the current torch bearers of “authentic” budo to 

include accomplished and knowledgeable practitioners 

from around the world; (5) and remove Japanese 

language perquisite from the Kyōshi, Hanshi ranking 

system (in the case of kendo).

Clearly identifying the value and relevance of budo 

paves the road towards the inclusion of budo not just 

in clubs, local dōjō or an elective at schools, but to be 

integrated into the education system in a more profound 

and comprehensive manner. For example, budo can be 

approached historically, religiously, philosophically, 

technically and from the vantage point of physical 

education. The merit of this approach is that it 

demonstrates that budo as a subject is multidimensional 

and is not just an activity that can be engaged in the 

dōjō but also one of many lenses to view the world. 

Also, a very crucial part of identifying the value and 

relevance of budo is to avoid the temptation of associating 

budo with the national obsession of linking the creation 

of world peace with mutual understanding. Of course 

these are admirable goals in themselves. However, a 

serious investigation into where budo exactly fi ts in 

ordinary life and what it can do for practitioners on a 

personal and physical level would greatly contribute to 

cementing a positive and expanding role for budo in the 

future. Furthermore, the author believes it is important 

to remember that in the end, budo begins as a physical 

endeavour and ends as a physical endeavour that has 

been moulded and cultivated through perseverance, 

self-refl ection and serious study. Th is learning process 

requires training, self-refl ection and implementing your 

conclusions to improving your respective budo. In short, 

budo is about cultivating the self before anything else, 

a refl ection of the infusion of Zen into martial arts by 

samurai in the Edo period to bring meaning to their 

training and status in Edo society.  

Th e Budo Charter’s Article One does pay heed to 

this point in a superfi cial manner by stressing the 

“building of character, the enhancement of sense 

of judgment, and becoming disciplined individuals 

capable of making contributions to society at large.” 

Unfortunately, the charter still needs to expand upon 

the process of this transformation not just the end 

goal. For instance, budo training requires patience, 

perseverance and communication skills in order to 

realize the ideals associated with budo. Similarly, public 

and private relations require the same skills in order to 

navigate through the changes of interpersonal relations. 

Separating budo as a Japanese way and emphasizing 

that the principles espoused by budo, are universally 

important and applicable to daily life in all countries 

and cultures. Th is shift in ethnocentric chauvinism 

makes budo more attractive as a lifestyle choice than the 

more lofty and common declarations of creating world 

peace through budo. Furthermore, this separation will 

promote the internationalization of budo and secure its 

future when practitioners know that they can obtain the 

highest ranks available, regardless of nationality.

It is hard to image anyone wanting to commit to an 

activity, whether it is language studies, pottery or budo if 
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they cannot personalize that activity in a way that allows 

them to use it as they will. In this respect the world of 

budo is seriously compromised in that non-Japanese, at 

least at the moment are still not able to become leaders 

of budo in general (although they may be the national 

representative in their home country), helping shape 

budo’s future in Japan and abroad. Th is limitation 

seriously compromises the internationalization of budo 

when a segment of its accomplished and experienced 

practitioners cannot seriously and in a meaningful way 

contribute to shaping the future of budo. 

Article Six of the Budo Charter addresses this point 

however, as highlighted in Section II of this essay that 

the promotion of budo is hampered by not recognizing 

all accomplished budoka. People do promote the 

internationalization of budo, but it is crucial that the 

central pillar of budo, that is Japanese budo associations, 

infuse in their practitioners that all practitioners are 

budoka fi rst and, for example Australian, French or 

German nationals second. Th is of course does not 

mean that we lose or cultural background or disavow of 

nationality, rather through this mindset, practitioners 

can promote budo as a budōka, not a budōka from a 

particular country. 

Expanding the current leadership to include 

representatives from various countries makes the 

budo road more tangible to new practitioners. It also 

provides a direct conduit of current budo thought, 

trends and expectations, whether that is kendo, iaido or 

some other form of budo, to practitioners in countries 

around the world. Expanding leadership to include 

accomplished representatives around the world also 

facilitates the diff usion of budo into all parts of the 

world through the exchange of a diversity of view on 

how to internationalize budo. 

Each country has particular needs. For instance, 

Islamic countries may need to incorporate a new piece 

of head gear for female iaido practitioners so they can 

train and compete alongside their male counter parts. 

In some countries, women have become interested in 

traditionally male budo like sumo. Subsequently, to 

encourage the participation of female sumo wrestlers 

in the conservative and traditional world of sumo, 

the mawashi (the traditional trunks worn by sumo 

wrestlers) uniform has been exchanged for clothing 

that is appropriate for women practitioners. Clearly, 

internationalization of budo requires fl exibility and 

a diversity of view. Its leadership as a result needs 

to be diverse to be able to adapt to the needs of 

internationalizing budo.

Another step in securing the future of budo (kendo 

in particular) is removing the language barrier that 

currently exists in the Renshi, Kyōshi and Hanshi 

system. On the one hand, it is understandable that those 

who would represent Japanese budo be comfortable in 

both spoken and written Japanese. In fact, the author 

would wager that the majority of budo practitioners in 

Japan and abroad would be highly suspicious of a budo 

teacher who didn’t have some degree of spoken fl uency 

and writing/reading ability. On the other hand though, 

although linguistic ability is indicative or your ability 

to communicate in Japanese, in does not necessarily 

represent your knowledge set, especially in a foreign 

language. 

At the moment, examinations for Kyōshi and Hanshi 

in the world of iaido and kendo can only be written in 

Japan, obstacles that eliminate throngs of accomplished 

budoka who are highly qualifi ed candidates except 

for their Japanese language ability. Allowing eligible 

candidates to write their examinations in their native 

language when possible can only benefi t the budo 

world since it expands the number of ranked budōka 

from various countries, and as a consequence increase 

the overall “Budo Human Capacity”, that is a body 

of individuals from around the world who are well 

versed in the practice and philosophy of budo. As a 

side consequence, by allowing eligible individuals to 

write examinations in languages other than Japanese, 

a library of high quality and advanced writing on budo 

in non-Japanese languages can be produced. It also 

creates a more inclusive system that ensures that is not 

dependent on language ability. 

IV. Final Words
In short, the Budo Charter does much to lay the 

foundation for implementing the aforementioned 

recommendations. It also contributes to making 

headway in terms of breaching the continued gap 

between Japanese and non-Japanese budoka. Perhaps 

the next step in securing the future of budo not only 

includes revising the current charter to specifi cally 

highlight the processes involved in attaining the stated 

in Articles One to Six, but also looking to the past 

examples of Japanese ways for adopting to change.

Case in point, the world of Japanese budo is not 

unfamiliar with adapting for the times in an eff ort to 

secure its future. Kanō Jigorō amalgamated techniques 

from various jūjutsu styles to create judo, a budo and 

a sport that is enjoyed by millions around the world. 

Practitioners communicate through the training and 

competing together; they learn about judo’s Japanese 

roots and preserve the essence of Kanō’s teachings 

through competition, training and promoting judo as 
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a sport and a budo. Aikikai’s Ueshiba Morihei similarly 

fused jūjutsu and his various other interests into aikido, 

another budo enjoyed and practiced my millions around 

the world. 

Returning to Morigaki Norimasa’s earlier statement, 

the “Future of Budo” depends on Japanese and non-

Japanese budo practitioners gazing upon the moon 

together. Only by working together as practitioners 

of budo can we secure a future for budo in Japan and 

abroad.  
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ARTICLE 1: OBJECTIVE OF BUDO

◎ Through physical and mental training in the Japanese 

martial ways, budo exponents seek to build their character, 

enhance their sense of judgement, and become disciplined 

individuals capable of making contributions to society at large.

ARTICLE 2: KEIKO (Training)

◎ When training in budo, practitioners must always act with respect 

and courtesy, adhere to the prescribed fundamentals of the art, 
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ARTICLE 3: SHIAI (Competition)

◎ Whether competing in a match or doing set forms (kata), 

exponents must externalize the spirit underlying budo. Th ey 

must do their best at all times, winning with modesty, accepting 

defeat gracefully, and constantly exhibiting self-control.

ARTICLE 4: DOJO (Training Hall)

◎ Th e dojo is a special place for training the mind and body. 

In the dojo, budo practitioners must maintain discipline, 

and show proper courtesies  and respect.  The dojo 

should be a quiet, clean, safe, and solemn environment.

ARTICLE 5: TEACHING

◎ Teachers of Budo should always encourage others to also strive to 

better themselves and diligently train their minds and bodies, while 

continuing to further their understanding of the technical principles 

of Budo. Teachers should not allow focus to be put on winning 

or losing in competition, or on technical ability alone. Above all, 

teachers have a responsibility to set an example as role models.

ARTICLE 6: PROMOTING BUDO

◎ Persons promoting Budo must maintain an open-minded and 

international perspective as they uphold traditional values. Th ey 

should make eff orts to contribute to research and teaching, and 

do their utmost to advance Budo in every way.
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